Abstract—One of the foundational elements of the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) Secure Airspace concept is the flight security risk assessment. This risk assessment is continually performed and updated based on changes to security-related information pertaining to a particular flight, as well as changes to the security environment external to the flight; e.g., other flights, airports, and airspace. This dynamic risk assessment is part of the NextGen layered, adaptive security concept in which technologies, policies, and procedures are adaptively scaled and deployed to counter a particular threat. This paper describes key information concepts for dynamic flight security risk assessment.


I. FLIGHT RISK ASSESSMENT BACKGROUND

The Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) Concept of Operations (CONOPS) [1] presents an integrated concept for the broad scope of Air Transportation, including Air Traffic Management (ATM), flight operators, airport management, environment, safety, weather, and aviation security. One of the major components of the aviation security concept is “Secure Airspace,” whose major objective is to prevent or counter external attacks on aircraft and other airborne vehicles or use of an aircraft as a weapon to attack assets and activities on the ground. This concept has many touch points with Air Traffic Management, including the security airspaces that are established to protect ground-based assets, and flight information that is used for security monitoring and security risk assessment. Since the publication of the NextGen CONOPS and security annex [2], The MITRE Corporation’s Center for Advanced Aviation System Development (CAASD) has identified candidate information to support flight risk assessment, and the potential role of the Flight Object to contain that information. This paper reflects the results of analyses performed by CAASD for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 2007-08.

This analysis has additionally been informed by the FAA’s Air Domain Security Concept of Operations, signed in 2008 [3]. This document asserts the FAA’s vision for its roles, responsibilities and operations for airspace security in 2025, as well as expectations for mission partners such as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Department of Defense (DoD). This concept elaborates further on key elements of the NextGen CONOPS, including the flight security risk profile that will be discussed in this paper.

It is desired that this analysis be considered for global efforts to harmonize airspace security concepts and practices. Airspace security is cited as an expectation in the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Global ATM Concept [4]; also, the SESAR ATM Target Concept [5] addresses aspects of airspace security and acknowledges the need to meet security requirements and support response to unlawful acts in the air and on the ground.

A. NextGen Security Concept

“Secure Airspace” is one of seven layers in the NextGen layered, adaptive security framework at which core is the deployment of technologies, policies, and procedures in a scaled and targeted manner, in order to defeat a given threat. The layers, shown in Figure 1, provide multiple lines of defense so that security cannot be compromised via a single “breakthrough.” Although the primary focus of this paper is the Secure Airspace layer, a secondary focus is the outermost layer, Integrated Risk Management. Integrated Risk Management is the ongoing process of understanding the threats, consequences and vulnerabilities that can be exploited by an adversary to determine which actions provide the greatest total risk reduction for the least impact on limited resources.
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Figure 1. NextGen Layered, Adaptive Security Framework

B. Secure Airspace Concept: Flight Risk Profile and Security Airspaces

In the NextGen Concept, each flight will have a flight risk profile that will determine its security constraints, including constraints presented by airspaces that have restricted access for security reasons, usually to protect assets and people on the ground. Risk for flights will be continually assessed and the risk profiles will be dynamic. An initial risk profile would be created when the ATM and Aviation Security Flight Objects (to be described later) are created for each flight, when the flight’s intent is initially known. In the pre-flight phase, the risk profile would be updated even as passengers are booked, screened at the airport, and baggage and cargo are screened and loaded. During active flight, the risk profile may continue to change. For example, if the destination airport has a security incident or an on-board passenger is acting suspiciously, the risk level may be elevated. The risk levels for the airspaces will also be dynamic. The interaction among the flights’ risk profiles and the changing airspace restrictions in the system will continually be monitored and automatically communicated to the flight deck and security mission partners as appropriate.

Integrated Risk Management is implemented for Secure Airspace in a prevention-detection-response-recovery operational model, in alignment with the National Strategy for Aviation Security (NSAS) and its supporting plans [6]. Determination of assets to be protected, procedures to be followed for flights with specified risk profiles, and responses to specific security situations are determined and re-evaluated based on a formalized risk assessment process.

II. CONTRIBUTORS TO THE FLIGHT RISK ASSESSMENT

An important aspect of airspace security is that it is a mission shared by multiple stakeholders, both government and private sector. Each of these mission partners brings a particular perspective and roles and responsibilities driven by their individual mission areas. These perspectives, roles, and constraints drive mission partners’ operational contributions to flight risk assessment and information sharing.

Beyond the organizations, there are two fundamental types of information that contribute to flight risk assessment: security-related information, and ATM-related information. The aviation security information is primarily contributed to by security, intelligence, and the flight operator. The ATM information is primarily contributed to by the Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) and flight operator. As depicted in Figure 2, there is some overlap and commonality of information that is relevant to both domains.

Figure 2. Information Contributing to Flight Risk Assessment

For NextGen, it is proposed that it is the intersection of the two that constitutes the Flight Risk Profile, which will be discussed in the next section.

III. FLIGHT RISK ASSESSMENT INFORMATION CONCEPT

The information concept for flight risk assessment includes five major components: Air Traffic Information, Aviation Security Information, the Aviation Security Flight Object, the ATM Flight Object, and the Flight Risk Profile. Note that in this analysis, the ATM Flight Object is described as containing only ATM-specific information. However, the ATM Flight Object will be extended to include additional security-related information that is needed for FAA to fulfill its ANSP role, including its air domain security responsibilities. Those security-related extensions have not yet been identified, but that analysis is considered a priority by the FAA to fully describe the ATM Flight Object (ATM-FO).

The overall concept for Flight Risk Assessment is described in the next several sections.

A. Air Traffic Management Information

As noted previously, ATM information is a major contributor to flight security risk assessment. The ANSP is in a unique position for airspace security, as the ANSP is in communication with the aircraft, can provide instructions to the aircraft, and can identify potential security anomalies in flight operations and communication. The flight operator and crew likewise contribute significant information about the flight and are aware of the status of the aircraft and on-board situation.

1 The National Strategy for Aviation Security was published by the White House March 26, 2007. See http://www.whitehouse.gov/homeland/aviation-security.html
The ATM information framework is represented by Communities of Interest (COIs) identified by the FAA System Wide Information Management (SWIM) program [7]. Three of these COIs—Aeronautical Information Management, Flight and Flow, and Weather—are currently active, while the other two, Surveillance and National Airspace System (NAS) Management, have not yet been formally established. There is also potential for other NAS-focused COIs, and the Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO) also has an activity to explore potential COIs. For purposes of this analysis, the existing known COIs were selected as representative of the types of information that describe the NextGen ATM environment, but additional work is required to fully describe the ATM information set, and is outside the scope of this analysis.

The NextGen Net-Centric Infrastructure and Shared Situational Awareness Services (SSA) provide the backbone for information access and sharing by authorized users. Users can create customized information views, such as weather constraints for a selected set of airports and flights. In this vein, the ATM-FO can be instantiated as the set of ATM environment information relevant to a particular flight.

B. ATM Flight Object

For purposes of this paper, the ATM-FO is considered to be that information created and controlled in the context of air traffic management, primarily by the ANSP and the flight operator. This information may be changed due to security prevention, detection, response, or recovery measures, but it is changed by people or automation performing an air traffic management or flight operation role. The ATM-FO is a flight-specific view derived from the larger scope of ATM information. This information is not changed by people or automation acting in security roles, whether they are part of the ANSP or part of a separate security provider.

Note that information views besides the ATM-FO can be created, such as linking multiple flights with specific departure airports.

* AIM, Flight and Flow, and Weather are existing SWIM COIs. Surveillance and Infrastructure Management are potential future SWIM COIs.

Figure 3. Flight Risk Assessment Information Concept Overview
C. Aviation Security Information

Aviation Security Information describes all information relevant to the air domain security environment. It is based on the NextGen Layered, Adaptive security framework described earlier. To reiterate, layered, adaptive security means that procedures, policies and technologies can be deployed in a scaled and targeted manner, in order to defeat a given threat. The seven security layers are Cargo, Airport, Checked Baggage, Aircraft, People, Airspace, and Integrated Risk Management. Integrated Risk Management is portrayed as an “envelope” spanning all other layers. Each of the other layers has an Integrated Risk Management component, and there is also a unified Integrated Risk Management component that looks cross all layers. Any one or combination of the security layers can contribute to flight risk assessment; for example:

- Airport – A specific airport or set of airports (perhaps associated with a particular country or region) may be a known target for terrorism activities. Flights departing from these airports may be considered higher risk.
- People – A person of interest may be on board a flight. Presence of this individual, along with knowledge of any screening performed, could be an indicator of increased security risk.
- Airspace – A flight that has anomalous behavior (not in communication, not following ATC procedures) may be considered higher risk.

There is a relationship between Aviation Security and ATM information. There is security-related information pertaining to ATM objects; for example, an airport can have a threat against it, a flight may have screening anomalies, and a security restricted airspace may be violated.

The NextGen SSA Services provide the backbone for information access and sharing by authorized users. Users can create customized information views, such as identifying all airports that have cargo screening anomalies or all flights that a person of interest on board. In this vein, the Security FO can be instatiated as the set of security environment information relevant to a particular flight.

D. Aviation Security Flight Object

Parallel to the ATM-FO, there is an Aviation Security FO, which is information created and controlled in the context of operational security, primarily by the Security Services Provider and the Flight Operator. This Aviation Security FO is derived from the overall Aviation Security information environment, which is based on the NextGen Layered, Adaptive security framework. This framework includes information related to the afore-mentioned seven security layers, each of which can have an impact on the flight risk assessment.

E. The Flight Risk Profile

The Flight Risk Profile is a summary of core information that is of security interest for a flight, to include both the ATM and the security perspectives. This is a characterization of the flight’s risk based on information contributed by many sources, including security providers, flight operators, ANSPs, and airport operators. While a logical construct, it can be thought of as the information viewed and manipulated by a tactical security operator. No assumptions are made as to how the information is presented to the user; however, it is envisioned that there would be a graphical flight situation display, various icons and coding schemes to indicate certain statuses, as well as tabular data fields for data entry and viewing. The Flight Risk Profile includes flight plan information, dynamic four dimensional trajectory (4DT) information, security status information, and working assumptions that drive decision-making. These components are further described in the following paragraphs. Figure 4 highlights the Flight Risk Profile, which was shown in context of the entire flight risk assessment information concept in Figure 3.
flight. Notionally, Security Status Information can be expressed by a matrix, with columns represented by categories of status information, and rows represented by the aviation security layers. This information, described in the following paragraphs, includes the following:

- Flight Risk Mitigations
- Pre-Flight Risk Indicators
- In-Flight Risk Indicators
- Integrated Risk Management
- Security Response Status

*Flight Risk Mitigations* are information about the flight that may be viewed as reducing the level of security risk, thereby potentially moderating or obviating the need for security responses. For example, if a flight were to be out of compliance with ATC procedures, knowledge of the presence of an air marshal on board could defer raising an alert until more information can be discovered. As part of an Integrated Risk Management process, these mitigations may be applied due to flight-specific risks, or as part of a broader effort to reduce risk. Examples of mitigations include:

- Federal Flight Deck Officer presence: This indicates whether a member of the cockpit crew is trained and is carrying a firearm.
- Air Marshal presence: This indicates whether one or more air marshals are on board as a security measure.
- Airspace waivers: Flights can apply for waivers to allow operation within security restricted airspaces.
- Security capabilities: These are capabilities that the flight possesses such as cabin air monitoring, reinforced cargo containers, hardened cargo hold, and counter-Man-Portable Air Defense System (C-MANPADS) capability.

*Pre-Flight Risk Indicators* are attributes related to the security status of the flight prior to departure. They could impact how the flight is monitored and may generate a security response as soon as the flight’s intent is made known, whether through publication of a revenue flight schedule, filing of a flight plan, generation of a departure message, or detection of a track. These attributes are frequently based on information stored in databases that are queried as soon as flight intent is known. The security response may be to deny boarding, conducting secondary screening on people or goods, restricting the flight’s trajectory including possibly diverting the flight; and taking immediate response action in the event of anomalous operations. Pre-flight risk indicators do not usually change. Examples of information within this category include the following:

- Special Interest Flights [10] that originate in designated special interest countries or regions and are provided specified routing and are monitored.
- Stolen aircraft and other aircraft-related “look-out” list databases.

- Flight of interest: These are flights that are monitored due to the existence of intelligence or other adverse information that indicates they may pose a security risk. Such flights may be operated by a particular airline, or depart from a specified airport or airports within a specified country, or have a specified flight identifier, or have some combination of these and similar attributes.

- Person of interest/No-Fly on board. These flights have a person on board who is being monitored by law enforcement/security providers; when a known person of interest is boarding there are additional security measures such as secondary screening. The discovery of a No-Fly on board typically happens after the flight has departed, since this individual should not have been allowed to board, if known.

- Hazardous cargo information.

If there is a change, for example, a person of interest is discovered after the flight has left, that represents an in-flight risk (see below).

*In-Flight Risk Indicators* addresses the case where a flight raises a security concern while in operation. The flight may (or may not) already have pre-flight flight risk indicators; those indicators, along with security mitigations will influence the response when an in-flight risk indicator is identified. In-flight risk indicators can be raised by flight crew, flight operators, ANSP operators, or ground- or aircraft-based automation. In accordance with risk-informed security responses, thresholds exist for designating an alert based on risk mitigations and static risk indicators. Examples of operations risk indicators include the following:

- ATC non-compliance: This includes aircraft that are off flight plan, have violated security airspace (i.e., entered airspace without waivers or without following ATC procedures), or are not in communication consistent with ATC procedures. As in any ATC non-compliance situation, the ANSP will attempt to correct the problem by contacting the crew and flight operator.

- On-board problem: The flight crew, flight operator, or possibly the aircraft automation reports a disturbance [11] such as disruptive passenger, hijack, bomb threat, or mechanical or medical emergency along with change of destination request.

*Integrated Risk Management* integrates indicators and mitigations for the flight, and also integrates across other external security indicators. The flight itself may have a particular risk assessment based on the people and cargo on board. Externally, there may be reports of anomalous behavior or disturbances for other flights, security threats or actual attacks at airports, etc. These events may raise the overall security posture for the NAS, or may indicate increased risk specific to the flight, such as when the problem is associated with the departure airport. Examples of information in this category are discovery of new information about an on-board person of interest and a relationship to the cargo, detection of several anomalous
flight operations or confirmed MANPADS attack at an airport. Integrated Risk Management can also include a quantitative risk level for a flight, which would be designated by a security services provider, such as the Department of Homeland Security. As described in [3], this quantitative risk level cues ANSP automation to reconfigure security airspaces, trajectory conformance bounds, and other security responses based on pre-defined business rules. This rapid re-configuration enhances the system’s ability to support layered, adaptive security operations in the NextGen aviation environment.

Security Response Status includes information pertaining to actions taken and results in response to identified in-flight risk indicators or Integrated Risk Management. This information for the most part is contributed by tactical operators in security, law enforcement, defense, and flight operator roles. Examples of information in this category include:

- Response Actions: Examples are ATC actions (communication attempts, confidence turns, rerouting, etc.), Security actions (directing law enforcement actions, researching additional security and intelligence information), Defense actions (intercepts, Combat Air Patrols [CAPs], etc.), and flight operator actions ("operations normal" confirmation).

- Results: Examples include risk mitigation information such as confirmation of secure flight deck, or risk affirmation information such as lack of response to repeated communication attempts.

Table I summarizes Security Status Information and provides several examples. Note that it is unlikely that any one flight would have more than one or two pre-flight indicators; if the flight does have several pre-flight indicators or there are several potential threats not specific to the flight, a mitigation may be to simply prevent the flight’s departure. Some information may be created manually by people, while other information may be created automatically and based on thresholds. For example, if there are five simultaneous flights that are out of communication with ATC and have associated other pre-determined risk indicators, overall risk for the subject flight may be elevated. The Flight Risk Level is indicated by a discrete value; how this value would be determined and expressed, what the range of values would be, and how they would impact security responses is one of many airspace security concept research areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>Origin (LAX) has threat</td>
<td>Extra security personnel deployed</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>Explosives team being deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>Aircraft Hardened containers</td>
<td>Intel indicates that some cargo on board came from a suspicious shipper</td>
<td>Suspicious shipper has cargo on several flights from same origin airport</td>
<td>Investigating chain of custody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>Person of Interest on board</td>
<td>Secondary Screening; FAMS</td>
<td>Person of interest discovered after departure</td>
<td>No-Fly was intercepted at origin airport for one of the same flights that contains suspicious cargo; is related to person of interest on flight</td>
<td>Investigating other people of interest and flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checked Baggage/Mail</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>Aircraft has hardened containers</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>None identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airspace</td>
<td>SIF Flight</td>
<td>Constrained routing provided, special ATC monitoring</td>
<td>Flight is not in communication with ATC</td>
<td>Flight Risk Level: medium</td>
<td>ATC attempting communication Working on en route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>Counter-MANPADS capability</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>None identified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working Assumptions are the final component of the Flight Risk Profile. Working assumptions are the agreed-upon suppositions or theories about threat intent upon which security operators base their decisions and actions, including determination of jurisdiction/lead agency and specific mitigation of and response to security incidents. Examples include:

- The aircraft is going to be used as a weapon

- The hijackers are holding high-value passengers hostage

- A coordinated attack is being made on airport security checkpoints

Working assumptions are not associated with specific security layers but are a summation of the security situation that is being presented to decision-makers.
A very simple example of a Flight Risk Profile’s content is provided in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FlightID: ABC123</th>
<th>Beacon Code: 4234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC Type: B757</td>
<td>Route: LAX....ORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position: LAX VORTAC 290 40 mi</td>
<td>Speed: 250 kt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 minutes to SRA</td>
<td>LAX security alert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two FAMS on board</td>
<td>Person of Interest on board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No screening issues</td>
<td>Requested COD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assume no hostile intent**

Figure 5. Example Flight Risk Profile Content

To summarize, the Flight Risk Assessment Information concept has ATM and Aviation Security information repositories that represent the sets of information describing those two environments. The Aviation Security Information Repository is based on the NextGen Layered, Adaptive Security framework as presented in the NextGen CONOPS. The ATM Information repository’s framework is based on the SWIM COIs. The ATM Flight Object derives from and contributes to flight-specific ATM information, and the Aviation Security Flight Object derives from and contributes to flight-specific Aviation Security information. The Flight Risk Profile logically combines core information from both the Aviation Security and ATM flight objects.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An initial flight risk assessment information concept has been developed as an extension to NextGen Secure Airspace concept. The concept reflects that information is contributed from both ATM and aviation security perspectives. It also reflects that an individual flight’s security risk profile is dependent upon both information specific to the flight, as well as information related to other flights and the overall operational security environment. To support the future vision of security Integrated Risk Management, the flight risk profiles and associated prevention-detection-response-recovery measures must be dynamically updated and applied. This dynamism, as well as the diversity of missions for airspace security stakeholders, presents significant challenges for achieving the concepts. Net-Centric Operations, including the governance mechanisms of a COI to facilitate information exchange, and architectural design to implement the data exchange, is a key enabler for the Secure Airspace concept.

As has been noted, this is an initial information concept and it requires socialization and validation with the many airspace security stakeholders. Also, potential implementation of this concept through existing and planned capabilities, whether those capabilities are organization-specific or multi-agency, needs to be evaluated. Implementation needs to be in an architecture that will support the envisioned operations to enable agility and timely information sharing.
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